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O
nce the world’s most productive tin-producing district, Kinta Valley is today a 

desirable place to live thanks to its stunning natural landscapes which have earned 

it recognition as a national geopark. The owner of an expansive villa in this area 

wanted their home to capture the beauty of nature surrounding them but also retain an aura 

of modernity. Lee and his design team took this request into consideration and came up with 

a design that was equal parts urban and a celebration of nature’s timeless allure. A palette 

comprised primarily of white, brown and grey with slices of black defines the entirety of the 

residence, giving it an overall look that is clean and tidy but still warm and comfortable..

The living room best reflects this delicate balance, showing off everything appealing about 

not only the design but the villa itself. Furnished with a combination of brown leather sofas 

and grey wood-framed armchairs, the space is functional and uncluttered. It is illuminated 

by natural light streaming through the large windows above during the day and modern 

chandeliers hanging from its double-volume ceiling at night. Wood is present in the form of 

the panels covering the wall behind the television and a small section of feature wall nearby.

Pristine 
Perfection

Small tributes to nature’s beauty have been woven into the 
design of this mostly modern villa, creating a home aesthetic 

that is urban at its core but rich with wood elements.

[ Goldfields ConCepts sdn Bhd ]
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In contrast to the brightness of the living area, the dining area has a softer and more muted approach 

to the overall colour scheme. Wood is more liberally used here with the reclaimed wood dining table 

serving as an artistic but still functional piece of furniture. Large mirrors on a nearby wall help magnify 

its sense of spaciousness as does the nearby glass doors which open up to reveal the swimming pool. 

The black quartz top of the nearby kitchen island gives the area one final touch of practical beauty.
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Up the staircase past a larger wood feature wall 

and across a mezzanine bridge, the bedrooms 

each have their own take on the established 

theme in order to reflect their occupants’ 

personalities. The master bedroom embraces 

wood to its fullest, resplendent in the way it is 

decked out in the material nearly from wall to 

wall. Black upholstered panels make up the 

headboard which rests against a wall covered 

entirely with wood panels. Meanwhile, the other 

bedrooms use different elements to stand out 

with one featuring a reclaimed wood study desk 

and another boasting a black honeycomb feature 

wall. 
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